
Account fraud is one  
of the top three most  
common fraud attacks

$3.4B overall losses  
in the US (2018) 

Verification friction results in 
lost leads and revenue1 

Add friction only when necessary 

Keep legitimate customers happy 

Account Verification 

Account  
Protect

Account Monitoring 

Small account changes like updating a password or an email address 
could be legitimate behavior. They could also be signs of fraud.  

Vesta Account Protect knows the difference and can add friction 
when necessary to prevent an attack. Our advanced machine learning 
models know your customers’ devices and behavior so we can readily 
flag suspicious activity before damage occurs. 

Say goodbye to false declines and cumbersome processes. The Vesta Account Protect Solution Suite provides fast, 
accurate, and frictionless verification for every industry without getting in your customers’ way.   

The secret is our two modules working together to continuously safeguard the account from signup to log out. You 
may purchase them separately or bundle with other Vesta solutions for superior fraud detection and prevention.

1 https://thepaypers.com/thought-leader-insights/goodbye-passwords-passwordless-authentication-is-here-to-stay--1245019

Ensures proof of identity at signup with real-time 
ID verification tools that flex with your security 
needs. This includes document verification, facial 
matching, and liveness testing.

We support multiple document types including 
utility bills, passports and driver’s licenses, and 
compare the data against several sources to 
detect tampering and verify authenticity. 

Seamless and configurable identity verification for different verticals

Verifies proof of identity without storing personal information  

In-session monitoring detects suspicious behavior in real time  

Embeds on verified account-holder 
device to detect stolen information 
and monitor log-in activity 

Stop fake signups and swiftly 
authenticate legitimate customers 
with Account Protect. 

Detects and eliminates account takeovers 
by checking session behavior against known 
customer data in real time.  

If risky behavior is detected during a session, we 
safely add friction and force authentication to 
prevent an attack. 



5–8% 30-40% 

Win the fight against account fraud
With Vesta Account Protect, separating genuine accounts from fraudulent ones is no longer on you. 
Expect greater accuracy, increased approval rates, and a smoother authentication experience that 
scales with your business. Ready to see for yourself? Contact us at sales@vesta.io to schedule a demo 
today, or visit https://www.vesta.io/what-we-do/solution/account-protect/ to learn more.

www.vesta.io

more account payment approvals  cost reduction compared to traditional fraud 
detection and ID verify solutions 

Account 
Verification* 

Account 
Monitoring* 

Continuous coverage for the entire account lifecycle 

It pays to protect with Vesta

*Each Module Sold Separately, or as a Combined Solution
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